In this short communication the influence of classifying a model population into 5 different weight-height classes upon the exponent p of Benn's index (W/H p ) was studied. Such a classification stratifies data into subspecies with different physics. The Benn's index is known to be gender and also population specific, where figures for males range between 1.65 and 1.83 [2] . Therefore, it was hoped to discover a similar effect of such a classification on the expression of exponent p and it was expected to find some difference in exponent p at least between not neighbouring classes. This, however, was not the case, probably because the underlying population was constructed under strict assumptions, which do not prevail in biased ordinary populations.
A dataset of 20,000 elements was generated by using an algorithm published already earlier [4] . This allowed to model a population normally distributed in the body weight (W = 77.0 ± 12.3) and the stature (H = 170.0 ± 6.8) with a preset correlation (r WH = 0.500) between these two variables, which would represent an adult male Caucasian population. As demanded, the figure for the correlation between H and BMI was low (r HBMI = 0.008), but high between W and BMI (r WBMI = 0.864).
After performing an SD-classification according to the well-established procedure inaugurated by H. Kaarma [3] index p was calculated from the linear regression between the logarithms of W and H for each of the 5 groups. The entire sample had a p = 2.002, which separated into p = 1.731 for the pyknomorphs, p = 1.916 for the leptomorphs, p = 2.151 for the short, p = 2.139 for the medium, and p = 2.154 for the tall.
DISCUSSION
In the long row of the body mass indices used to characterize the obesity Benn's index [1] has the advantage to be completely independent from the stature, which is assumed to be one of the preconditions for using such an index. The model population of this study was constructed in such a way as to give a normal and not a typically skewed distribution of both variables, and a low r HBMI . Starting with an exponent p = 2.00 not much of a change for the classified data was observed. Further studies will be needed to learn more about the impact of skewing and varying correlations between W and H in order to advance our knowledge on these and other parameters governing the system of body weightheight indices.
